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Remembering the king and his legacy
Sanjay Rajbhandari, BBM 7th Semester

The month of Jestha (May and June) marks some historical events that have changed the course of Nepalese lives
forever. This year we are suffering from lockdown due to COVID-19. While I am writing this, 11 people have
died and 333 people have recovered. Five years back in 2015, a massive earthquake hit us followed by many
aftershocks. Nearly 9,000 people died and 20,000 people were injured. But, at the start of the millennium, In
2001, June 2 Nepalese royal family was shot dead including King Birendra Bir Bikram Shah, Queen Aishwariya
Rajya Lakshmi Devi Shah, Crown Prince Dipendra Bir Bikram Shah, Princess Shruti Rajya Laksmi Devi Shah,
Prince Nirajan Bir Bikram Shah, Prince Dhirendra Bir Bikram Shah (brother of King Birendra), Princess Shanti
(elder sister of King Birendra), Princess Sharada (middle sister of King Birendra), Kumar Khadga (Princess
Sharada’s Husband) and Princess Jayanti (first cousin of King Birendra). It is not that the later events of
earthquake and COVID-19 did not matter but Nepalese lives have been down sliding since the Royal Massacre,
and the event itself is heartbreaking and we still tear with sadness when the date comes off the Royal Massacre
every year in the month of Jestha.
A Strange prophesy and myth was made when the first King of Nepal Prithivi Narayan Shah was a child and he
encountered a saint named Gorakhnath in the kingdom of Gorkha. The saint commanded child Prithivi Narayan
Shah to bring him a bowl of curd. Prithivi Narayan Shah did as he was told. the saint told Prithivi Narayan Shah
to eat the curd that the saint already chewed. Prithivi Narayan Shah denied and threw the curd which fell onto his
feet. Saint Gorakhnath in anguish, cursed Prithivi Narayan Shah that he would rule whichever land he puts his
foot on, but the successor of his kingdom will only lead up to his 10 th generation. Unfortunately, the generation
of King Birendra was the 10 th generation. Nepal always has suffered the struggle of power among the successor
before and after the monarchy. The struggle of power has made many effective and respected rulers perish in vain
while some of the kings and rulers were ineffective and weak to be king.
King Birendra was coronated as king in 1975 after the death of his father King Mahendra in 1972. King Birendra
was very compassionate and emotional from his early childhood. He wanted people to comprehend the real
democracy even though people vote for a more improved panchayat system in the referendum of 1980. He too
was mindful of the constant influence of India in Nepalese politics. In 1972, the country was still largely road
less, and traveling from one part of Nepal to another undeviatingly required crossing over into India. Today, the
1,000-km Mahendra Highway named after King Birendra's father ties the country from east to west while the
increased four-fold in that period. The annual budget in 1972 used to be hardly Rs 1 billion; in 2000 A.D, it had
crossed the Rs 80 billion mark. Nepal's infant mortality rate had been slashed from 172 per 1,000 live births to
less than 90. Annual per capita income had gone up from $80 when King Birendra came to the throne to $210,
even though the population had also doubled from 12 million to 24 million.
One of King Birendra's promptest endeavors was to refurbish the country's education system. Low literacy levels
would have shambled progress, and this was a precedence. The new education plan started in 1971 was designed
to upgrade the proficiency of the education system so that the quality of instruction would rally. During his
coronation in 1975, King Birendra declared that primary education in the country would be free, in 1978 he
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dictated that all instructional material would also be provided free of costs to schools. He was the one true king
we deserved but the political parties in their own self-greed made him unable to control over his country.
King Birendra's other contribution was to start the National Development Service which sent post-graduate
students on a one-year stint to work on development projects in rural areas, although it was later abandoned for
fear that it was radicalizing the populace. Similarly, the new education plan was quietly shelved, but decisions
taken in the 1970s to set up new institutions would have far-reaching consequences in the country's long-term
development and environment conservation. Nevertheless, the country has paid a price for some of this progress.
Kathmandu has grown from an tranquil valley with its inimitable urban-rural assortment into a chaotic and
polluted imitation of a Third World metropolis. A city once known for its emerald beauty and tranquility has now
earned a reputation for soullessness and crass concrete. In 1971, the holy Bagmati used to still have clear water
as
it
flowed
past
sandy
banks,
today
it
is
a
stinking
sewer.
People's Movement in 1990 was a violent and liberating confusion, which at one point threatened the institution
of Nepal's monarchy itself, ended up not only restoring democracy but also reviving the prestige of the King as a
constitutional monarch. However, today, many Nepalese are beginning to regard this hard-won democracy itself
as a mixed blessing. We exited the king’s monarchy to constitutional monarchy to absolute democracy to
government autocracy. The years after the 1990’s people’s movement was messy. Elected officials had proved
themselves as venal and irresponsible as the people they replaced. However, there was a growing conviction
among many Nepalese that a constitutional monarchy and democracy must not only co-exist but that it is perhaps
the
most
desirable
polity
for
this
multi-ethnic
and
multi-linguistic
nation.
Since the disbanding of the absolute monarchy and its replacement with a constitutional monarchy, democratic
leaders, many of whom suffered long years in jail and exile, assumed power and almost immediately began to
experience first-hand challenges of governance. Over the next few years, it was seeming that many of them were
poor managers, the level of corruption escalated, and political infighting gradually brought governance to a halt.
Ironically, as the government's image tumbled, the king's stature grew in inverse proportion. Even though the
Constitution had taken away his executive powers, King Birendra's continuance among Nepalese has grown
enormously. The reason for this is that the king had played the role of a constitutional monarch by the book; he
had never overstepped his bounds and had fancied to be guarded, despite pressure from hardliners to resume his
previous autocratic role. By erring on the side of cautiousness, King Birendra showed that he could walk skillfully
through the constitutional minefield-as shown by his handling of the constitutional crisis caused by the dissolution
of parliament in 1994 and 1995 on the recommendation of Prime ministers Girija Prasad Koirala and Man Mohan
Adhikari respectively. The King asked the Supreme Court for its advice. This led to a debate and division among
legal experts as to whether he should have taken the matter to the courts at all, but most felt he had acted legally
and
prudently
to
defuse
the
situation.
The relationship between the monarch and elected prime minister epitomizes the relationship between the
constitutional monarch and the people in a democracy. The king and prime minister try to meet every Thursday
at the palace to discuss matters of state. In spite of these meetings, there have been instances in the past few years
that the king has been forced to write to successive prime ministers drawing their attention to urgent matters
affecting the people.
King Birendra once said “Only if the people in responsible positions carry out their duties with care and
accountability and treat all Nepalese equally will the people of this country believe completely in
democracy.”
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MONETARY POLICY 2077/78
Monetary policy is the macroeconomic policy formulated by central bank to assist the fiscal policy and involves
management of money supply and interest rate. In Nepal monetary policy is formulated by Nepal Rastra Bank
(central bank of Nepal).
Nepal Rastra Bank on Friday, July 17 has issued the monetary policy for the fiscal year 2077/78. Newly elected
Governor of NRB Maha Parsad Adhikari unveiled the policy.
The major focus of monetary policy 2077/78 is to minimize the impact of COVID-19 on economy.

MAJOR HIGILIGHTS
Economic and Monetary target:
 Aim to limit consumer inflation no higher than 7%.
 Annual growth rate target is set at 7%.
 Foreign exchange reserve will be maintained to cover import of good and services for at least 7 months.
 The lender at the last resort is kept intact at 5%.
 Keeping economic recovery at priority, the monetary policy aims to maintain liquidity to help to achieve
the goal of economic growth.
Credit and Source Management:
 The mandatory CRR (Capital Reserve Ratio) remain at 3% for all BFI’s.
 The SLR (Statutory Liquidity Ratio) is set 10, 8 and 7% for commercial banks, development bank and
finance companies respectively.
 Marginal Lending increased to 70%.
 Repo rate has been reduced from 3.5 to 3%.( Repo rate is the rate at which the central bank lends
money to commercial bank in the event of any short fall of funds).
 A permanent liquidity facility rate of 5% will be maintained as the upper limit of the interest rate corridor.
 The deposit collection rate, which has been established as lower limit of corridor will be reduced to 2 to
1%.
Agriculture Sector Credit:
 Agriculture Development Bank will be established as “lead bank” in agriculture sector and it can also
issue agricultural bonds to ensure long term availability of resources.
 Commercial bank will have to issue 15% of their loan in agriculture sector by 2080 Ashad end.
 “Kisan Credit Card” will be provided through Agriculture Development Bank.
Energy Sector Credit:
 Commercial Bank will have to issue at least 10% of their loans in the energy sector by 2081 Ashad end.
 Commercial Bank with the investment experience in energy sector can issue energy bonds.
Tourism Sector and Cottage, Small, and Medium Enterprise Credit:
 Commercial Bank have to disburse at least 15% of their total credit to the cottage, small and medium
sector enterprise in form of loans of less than Rs 10 million by Ashad 2081.
 For providing various concessional loan and refinancing facilities priority will be given to service and
tourism-oriented business (which are most effected by COVID-19).
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Microfinance:
 No new license for the microfinance from fiscal year 2077/78.
 The credit limit provided by microfinance is extended and maximum interest rate charged to the customer
is kept 15%.
Regulation and Supervision:
 CCD (Credit to Core Capital plus Deposit) Ratio increased from 80 to 85%. [These means that bank are
allowed to issue more loan and advances and put 5% less amount as reserve to maintain liquidity].
 BFI’s with distributable profit higher than 5% of paid up capital will be allowed to distribute 30% of their
dividend as cash dividend maximum.
 BFI’s with distributable profit lower than 5% of their paid-up capital, the distribution of cash dividend is
forbidden.
 The dead line for the commercial bank to issue debenture at least 25% of their paid-up capital by Ashad
end 2077 is extended to Ashad end 2079.
 As long as COVID-19 Pandemic is in effect, no charge will be levied if ATM card of one institution is
used in ATM of other institution.

This content is prepared and provided by Sanjila Shrestha, a BBA 5th Semester student.

Maintain Social Distancing.
Saraswati
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Business

Society

Bidur Prasad Lohani, BBA 1st Semester

If you have ever wanted to have your name in the News and millions in your bank then you are
lucky, in this article we will know what monopoly is and unlock the secret of building a monopoly.
Maybe after this article you may build the next google or Facebook or any other billion-dollar
company. So, buckle up you are going to have an amazing ride on the road of monopoly .

So, if you don’t know what a monopoly is: it is a market structure characterized by a single seller,
selling a very unique product in the market. In monopoly a company and its product dominates
a sector or industry. They have an unfair advantage over their competition since they are either
only providers of a product or have control over most of the market share of customers for their
product.

1.
High or no barriers to entry: Competitors are not able to enter the market and they have
a secure position in an industry.
2.
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Single Seller: There is only one seller in the market which is itself.

3.
Price maker: They are the only one who decides the price of their product since there is no
competition. As a result, they can raise prices as much they want.
4.
No close substitute: There is no any of the close substitute good to challenge the
monopoly.
5.
Economies of scale: A monopoly often can produce at a much lower cost than smaller
companies. A monopoly can lower its prices so much that smaller competitors can't even survive.

Everyone has a dream or a hope for a better future which makes their life easier, safer and more
rewarding. Everyone wants progress in their life. A baker strives to make a better cake, an airport
strives to get more flights and a cow breeder strives to breed fertile and productive cows. All
these ambitions are based on the same thing: horizontal progress, which means taking
something that exists and making it better and a vertical progress, which means creating
something completely new. So the two types of progress are:

 Horizontal Progress:
If you make a better product than something that already exists then it is called horizontal
progress. But the problem with it is that you cannot remain better forever, someone will replace
you with their better product at a cheaper price. For example the fastest computer will never be
the only computer in the world, the best doctor will never be the only one. To build the monopoly
you need vertical progress.

 Vertical Progress:
If you entirely make a different product which has never
been before it is called vertical progress. A monopoly
built upon the fastest car will never remain forever but
the monopoly built upon the first flying car may very
well become a reality.
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But only vertical progress is not enough. Innovating without capturing your innovation’s value
will make you eaten alive by the demon called competition. This is the reason why it's so hard to
monopolize horizontal progress: you are effectively trying to beat the best players at their own
game. Competition is such a thorn in everyone's side that if you don’t innovate and upgrade you
will be beaten up by the fierce competition. And remember, there is a huge difference between
being a monopoly and staying a monopoly. In the 1960s for example, IBM owned the majority
of IT business through their mainframe computers. And as I said earlier if you can’t innovate you
will be beaten up by the competition, and the same thing happened to IBM. Market shifted to
personal computers which helped Microsoft and their operating systems to flourish. Since mobile
computing started to take off Microsoft has lost ground to Google because of its android
operating system and optimized search engine. So, history itself says that if monopoly does not
innovate it will eventually be replaced. Building a creative monopoly is a very good initiative
since it does not overtake and strangle an existing market, but rather creates an entirely new
one all for itself. For that, you need to solve a problem a lot of people have. Most people don’t
even realize that they have a problem which if solved will make their life a lot better. After all,
the people who lived in the 19th century lived perfectly without cars, as they do 20 years ago
without a smartphone. To create a successful monopoly, you have to do these five things listed
below:

1)

Intellectual Property Protection:

If you have come up with a new invention or a creative idea you can protect
it by getting exclusive legal rights from the government in order to keep
limited monopoly power in the market. This helps your idea to turn into profit
making assets without intervention and then you can scale up your business.
Therefore, by using Patents, Trademarks, Trade Secrets and Copyrights you
can protect them and help your monopoly be safe.

2)

Get your hands-on Proprietary Technology:

The unique technology that you own enhances the competitive advantage of your business and
also makes your product impossible to replicate. If your product is harder to replicate then you
have a better chance of having a successful business. You can try to innovate existing
technology, but you must improve it at least by an order of magnitude before you can overcome
your big established competitors. It is very hard to build a monopoly this way, but it’s not
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impossible and if you look closely you can see some of the biggest companies of our time who
did exactly that. For eg: Amazon offered more than 10 times as many books as any bookstore in
existence. By far, the best way to innovate is to create something which is extremely new, since
then you don’t have any competitors to worry about, at least initially.

3)

Harnessing Economies of Scale:

Economies of scale are the cost advantages acquired by companies when overall production
becomes very efficient. A monopoly should only become stronger the larger it gets, otherwise
it will get destroyed by copycats which will inevitably get attracted. It may seem delusional to
think about scaling to billions while you are still at the drawing board with markers but if your
idea cannot scale it will never become a monopoly.
Harnessing economies of scale is even more important if
your product’s value relies on other people using it, also
known as the network effect. Consider the immense
pressure people feel to make a Facebook profile if they don’t
have one. Almost everyone has one and if you do not join
you are essentially dooming your social life to darkness. But,
if your friends were not on Facebook, you wouldn’t be
compelled to join at all, since what good does it do to join a
ghost town? The problem with monopolies that rely on Network Effect is that it’s too hard to
get the ball rolling initially. But be careful, your network must provide value to its users
regardless of its size in order to attract its initial user base. The best way to harness the network
effect is by starting small in the smallest market you can find. After all, the man who created
Facebook; “Mark Zuckerberg” first created it for his classmates at Harvard, not for all of
mankind.

4)

Brand Equity:

Brand equity is the value of a brand, or it can be summed up as
the perceived value by consumers over other products.
Creating a good brand name is another very important
strategy, to create a differentiation in the market and enhance
customer loyalty. Building brand equity is not an easy task and
will never happen as an overnight success, but, it is crucial for
the long lasting success of your business.
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5)

Strong Distribution:

This is the final element you need which is collectively made up of advertising, marketing, and
sales. Those people whose unwitting problems you have solved are being bombarded with other
solutions to other problems all year round. You must have to convince them that they need your
solution above all others and to do that you need a strong distribution strategy. People tend to
scuff at distribution strategy because it seems superficial and
dishonest. After all, shouldn’t a finer product be able to stand
out on its own? In an ideal world, maybe, but in our day and
age just convincing someone to try your product is an
intimidating task. But distribution is essential because it
works. You may think that you are an extraordinary
exception, your tastes are authentic and that only other
weaker minded people can fall prey to advertising, but make no mistake, you are not different.
People tend to live with a false confidence in the autonomy of their preferences because they
have become very good at opposing obvious sales pitches. But the best advertising is hidden in
plain sight, and the best salesmen are those whose performance is so fascinating that you don’t
even realize that you’re being sold. The true masters of distribution have job titles that are
completely different to what they actually do: the people who sell the customers are “business
developers”, the people who sell the companies are “investment bankers” and those people
who sell themselves are “politicians”. Persuading other people to buy what you are selling is
quite typical and, in the end, regardless of whether you make money through, ad clicks or
through government contracts, without a distribution strategy your monopoly is surely doomed
to fail.

The allure of monopoly is very hard to resist, for although the opportunities are few, the rewards
are so great that those who succeed become a part of a history. If you wish to try your hand at
this unnerving task, I will highly recommend the book “Zero to One” written by Peter Thiel, the
co-founder of PayPal which you can read during this lockdown. This book is what inspired me to
write this article and it is a brilliant work that offers dozens of counterintuitive insights that will
help you see this world differently.
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Social Media
Ruchi Khewa Limbu, BBM 3rd Semester

Social media is computer-based technology that facilitates the sharing of ideas, thoughts and information through
the building of virtual networks and communities. Many people use social media to stay in touch and interact
with friends and family while others use it to communicate with other communities. People use different types of
social media such as social networks (facebook, twitter), media sharing networks (Instagram, snapchat),
Discussion forums (Quora), Bookmarking and content curation networks (Pinterest) etc.
Nowadays social media play an important role in our life, we use it to interact with various types of people or to
reach our targeted group. Besides, that we want to show the world what are we doing by means of posting pictures
or videos. Social media has made it easier to see what’s going on the rest of the world. Long ago when social
media wasn’t this famous, people had to wait hours and days to get news and information about others and the
events taking place. Social media has become a very powerful tool because of its huge number of users. Let’s
take Instagram as an example:
Instagram is v ‘Virtual place’ where people go, share, follow their friends, idols, favourite brands and more. As
per September 2017, Instagram had 800M monthly active users. You literally have a little over 10% of the world’s
total population in the same ‘Virtual place’ actively on a monthly basis and growing. A new revolution began
since the social media boom occurred; there is the term ‘influencer’ that everyone wants to be. However, the most
effective ones are people’s idols who have massive following; some even in the hundreds of millions. By the
passing days there are various challenges and trends that occur in social media. In the name of trend and accepting
challenges there are accidents and losses happening every day.
In the present context, social media plays a vital role in several fields such as businesses, entertainment, food,
lifestyle, welfare and host of others. Most of entrepreneurs and marketers have successfully used this platform
when it comes to reaching potential clients.


Nowadays above 85% of all the businesses have a dedicated social media platform as part of their
marketing strategy.
 Nearly 58% of businesses that have used social media marketing for over 3 years have reported
an increase in sales during this period.
 Almost 60% of marketers are devoting the equivalent of a full work day to social media marketing
for development and maintenance.
There are endless benefits of social media. Sometimes it actually compels you to wonder how monotonous would
be our life without it. The world would have not turned into global village without social media. Social networking
sites are actually best things that happened to students. These sites have helped so many students to do more and
become better. It is a great education tool. Social media is also a great way to access quality information. Social
media is widely used to create awareness for causes that are important for the society. You can share your issues
with the community get help in terms of money or in term of advice. People are u sing social media for donation
for the needy people and it can be a quick way to help people. Social media also helps Governments and Security
Agencies to spy and catch criminals to fight crimes. Small scale businesses get platform for marketing.
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Information spreads really quickly in social media. Helps us to connect with people who are into same weird stuff
we are and expand our skill set. It also helps you to achieve your goals and offer support.
One of the dangerous disadvantages of social media is cyberbullying. Most of the children have become victims
of the cyberbullying over the past. Nowadays 42% of the children is reporting that they have been the victims of
bullying. Threats, intimidation messages and rumours can be sent to the masses to create discomfort in the society.
It is also reason of the suicide nowadays as people are afraid to share and express their situation to others.
Cyberbullying effects the people’s ability to think so in the fear of being disliked and hated by the society people
commit suicide as their solution. Cyberbullying affects people’s mental health. Personal data and privacy can be
hacked and shared on internet which can make financial losses and loss of personal life. Teenagers are the most
affected by the addiction of social media.it can waste individual time that could have been utilized on productive
tasks.
Nowadays security agencies have access to people personal accounts. You never know when you re visited by
any investigation officer regarding any issue that you mistakenly discussed over the internet. Most of the people
have used the social media platform to propose and marry each other which sometimes turn to be a wrong
decision. Couples have cheated by showing the fake feelings and incorrect information. Social media can easily
ruin person’s life or business reputation by creating false story and spreading across the social media. Many
predators are looking for vulnerable users they can scam and make profit. People often complaint of becoming
lazy, fat, itchy eyes, loss of vision and stress after excessive use. Social media also decreases face-to-face
communication skills. It diminishes understanding and thoughtfulness as it is not always possible to understand
the emotion and character of the person you are talking to. Facebook, twitter, Instagram etc. reduces the family
closeness more than we actually think. Even in the family gatherings we are busy checking our phones.

SBS Digital Magazine

Social media has made our life easier by providing platforms to share thoughts and views and get news and
information but it is also dangerous. So, we must be very careful about it and believe in the news from valid
sources only.
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Question

Answer from our last month Question
We can already see effects of Corona virus on Nepalese Tourism sector. How do
you think this sector can revive in days to come?

Ranjana Karki, BBA 5th Semester
Tourism sector is tremendously affected by the unprecedented Corona virus pandemic. Due to the restrictions on the movement
of people by the government, it has faced serious problems not only in Nepal but all around the world. Many people are being
monotonous staying at home since long time. However, it is still uncertain to predict when this agonizing pandemic will end.
Even though, COVID-19 pandemic has impacted a lot in tourism sector, it has not still wreaked great havoc that it cannot resile in
the future. The people involved in this sector, however must be mindful of the changing interest of people, their necessities and
the desires. Then, accordingly they have to be prepared like reconstruction of buildings, monuments, architecture and the like.
In order to revive the tourism sector in the post pandemic, tourism industry must proceed in co-ordination with the government,
health sector, education sector, private sector, film industry, etc. In addition, they must make the optimum use of digitalization
world for its promotion. It is less likely that foreign tourists may visit Nepal in the first phase of recovery of tourism industry.
Therefore, they have to give more priority for domestic tourism. If the government makes educational tour mandatory, then both
students and tourism sector can be benefited. For example, according to the data collected, there are more than five lakh students
studying higher education. If only four lakh students visit different places and spend around Rs.2000 per day in an average and if
they spend 4 days on tour then Rs.3,200,000,000 (320 million) can be collected as a revenue from the students only which is a huge
amount of money in the initial phase of recovery and this will also help for long term in tourism industry.
In a nut shell, the tourism sector must give more emphasis on domestic tourism to revive tourism industry in the initial phase of
recovery. When the pandemic becomes ease, they have to think further more.

Sadhana Subedi, BBA 5th Semester
There is no doubt, that this pandemic situation has brought lot of negative impacts to the Nepalese Tourism Sector. Some of the
key recommendations have been made to revive in days to come. Firstly, it is important to spread the positive news through news
channels and social media platforms to aware the potential tourists. Maintaining international advertising and promotion Nepalese
tourism. To support the tourism sectors, country may purposefully restrict outward travel and encourage local tourism as a
substitute. Understand the customer response after the pandemic because the demand patterns and customer behavior in all
market segments may show significant change. Lastly, hoteliers, travel agent and other service providers should continuously keep
in touch with customers.
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Q&A with Sisam Chhetri
Sisam Chhetri is a 3rd Semester BBM student in Saraswati Multiple Campus. She has different perspective
regarding her bachelor degree and is aspiring to be philanthropist. Let’s hear from her.

1. You are pursing BBA degree and also you have been in music videos, how do you define
your dream and career?
I had never been studious girl so this would be funny but I am studying bachelor for
certificate. So, talking about music video I have done before is just for my experience, I
don't want to make career in tv or music video. So, talking about my dream I want to
became a successful social worker in life, earn lots of money and help people who are in
need. Basically, i haven't decided how and when I will start but definitely I will.

2. How are you spending your time at home?
As we are going through pandemic, we have been stuck in house. I am spending most of
the time with my parents, cooking foods, watching Netflix, & doing skin care therapy.
Normally I used to come home in holiday during festival for short periods of time but right
now I am loving the quality time I am spending with my parents.

Sisam Chhetri
BBM 3rd Semester

3. Do you think you will find difficult adjusting in normal life after all this is gone?
Yes, of course I think it would be difficult, like this covid19 will not disappear so somehow, I would feel kind of nervous
or fear to step out of the home and go to the public palace, or in crowd as before. And it’s been almost 4 months of
lockdown, in this 4 month many habits have been changed so I guess there would be some difficulties adjusting in
normal life after all this is gone.

4. One thing that you will like to keep same from this lockdown?
Taking the precaution measures of corona, like wearing mask, carrying sanitizer, avoid the crowd and all the necessary
precautions measure of covid-19 I guess these will be the one thing I would like to keep same after lockdown period.
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E D I T O R’ S

WORD

Dear Readers,
Even though, the lockdown was
ended by Government of Nepal
from 24 of March. Again with the
rise of cases of coronavirus inside
Kathmandu valley and other major
cities, Government decided to
continue restrictions on different
service sectors including public
transportation,
educational
institutions and many other.

At the moment, all together 29
vaccines are in development
phase. Some have even reached
human trial stage and some
vaccines are currently being tested
in animals. Countries like United
State, China and Russia are pouring
tremendous capital to fund the
development of vaccine against
COVID-19. Also few countries from
European Union like France and
Germany and other countries like
United Kingdom and India are
rigorously trying to develop
vaccine for which they have
allocated plenty of amount to
cover research and development
of vaccine. The socio-political and
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economic competition of ‘who gets
to develop vaccine first ‘ is going on
between these nations. It seems
obvious that if vaccine is developed
in any country, elite people from
the respective country will be first
to get access to vaccine. Sensing,
mass monitory of people from
poor nations will be deprived from
the vaccine ; World Health
Organization(WHO) brought an act
called ‘Access to COVID-19 Tools
Act ’ . Let’s hope this act will be
implemented as stated and let’s
hope all humankind across the
world will be blessed from
development of vaccine.

Tribhuvan University and other
Universities published notice few
weeks ago to conduct physical
examinations in this Bhadra. But,
dean office again postponed all the
examinations due the rise of cases
of Coronavirus in the Country. The
biggest University in the nation is
not ready to think of any other
alternative rather than ‘3 hour long
physical examination’. University

doesn’t believe in teacher’s year
long student evaluation which was
done on the basis of student’s
classroom
performance,
attendance and result from many
internal
examinations.
The
University’s sclerotic system is the
reason why we are failing to
produce skilled and competitive
manpower in the country.
We are in no position to predict
how the situation inside the
country and outside the country
will be in next month and so. We all
are worried about our health, our
family and about the days to come
after this pandemic. The primary
thing to focus now is our health,
both physical and mental health.
Economic depression is likely to
happen soon which will consist
both crisis and new opportunities.
We should still be optimistic for the
future.
Let’s
keep
ourself
competitive to face the situation
and to excel in any given situation.
Let’s keep learning. Let’s stay
motivated and let’s hope this will
end soon .
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